
Stamped Designs Butterfly Revolution Class 

 
 
Three Butterflies Card 

1. Using wet glue, attach the butterfly fronts to the bases using just a little glue in the 
center. 

2. Layer the white piece to the black, then to the front of the base card. 
3. Arrange and attach the butterflies with wet glue as shown. 
4. Scatter the silver sequins and attach with wet glue. 

 
Thinking of You Card 

1.  Attach the butterfly die cut to the piece of floral paper with wet glue.  Carefully line up 
the edges and move the frame into position before the glue sets. 

2. Attach the 3 strips of color to the front of the card. 
3. Attach the butterfly piece over the stripes as shown.  Mine is placed so that the butterfly 

is straight up – which puts the piece at an angle. 
4. Attach the “thinking of you” to the bottom of the card with wet glue.  Trim off the 

excess lines on the sides of the card with scissors. 
 
Hello Card 

1. Using wet glue, attach the butterfly fronts to the bases using just a little glue in the 
center. 

2. Apply wet glue ON THE BACK of the card front around the edges of cut out hole and to 
about 1/8” from the edges.  Carefully position the gray piece to the back – it is cut 1/8” 
smaller than the card front, so you will get an even edge of white around it when you 
glue it down. 

3. Go back to the front of the card and apply glue to white frame piece and place it into 
the “hole”.  Attach the 3 butterflies as shown. 

4. Attach the crystals to the upper and lower butterflies with wet glue.  Attach the “Hello” 
die cut over the center butterfly with wet glue. 


